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Supporting information
# all systems were simulated at 315 K; the last 3 μs were used for analysis (75 snapshots), for ACF curves statistics were collected over the last 400 ns of MD (with 4 ns time resolution) † Ltc1: SMWSGMWRRKLKKLRNALKKKLKGEK ‡ 75 randomly generated snapshots were used for the analysis.
Simulation setup and equilibration
In the initial configuration of all systems (256, 512, and 2048 lipids), water molecules and sodium counterions were randomly placed in the simulation box. The bilayer structures were obtained after 400 ns (effective time) of MD simulation. During this time, the lipid molecules self-assembled into a bilayer surrounded by solvent and sodium ions. These bilayers have no predefined packing characteristic. In both cases, PE and PG lipids are equally distributed across the bilayer leaflets, thus maintaining the initial ratio in each of the leaflets (PG content in a leaflet varies from 29 to 32 %). Subsequently, the preassembled bilayers undergo 4μs MD relaxation both without and with the presence of AMPs (see Table  S1 ). AMPs are initially placed randomly in the aqueous environment at distances >10 Å from the surface of the 256MD and 2048MD bilayers. We use five 4μs MD trajectories (256MD, 512MD, 2048MD, 256MD+AMPs, and 2048MD+AMPs) for the analysis. The global structure parameters (area per lipid, A L , and bilayer thickness, D HH ) of the "pure" bilayers reach equilibrium values (A L ~ 68 Å 2 ) after less than 400 ns. We also observe that binding of AMPs leads to the well-known effect of increasing A L (by about 3 Å 2 on average, Table S1 ) .
Analysis details
The MD data are used for analyzing three structural and dynamic characteristics of PG-domains: (1) domain size (number of PG lipids in a domain), (2) 2D organization within the membrane plane (2D radial distribution function, RDF), and (3) characteristic relaxation times (spatially averaged timeautocorrelation function, ACF).
In order to reduce the noise at large cluster sizes we use logarithmic binning for the domain size distributions: where P(N d ) is the probability of finding a domain of size N d in a given bin n.
The RDF curves are calculated over 2D grids spanning the bilayer surface ("bilayer maps"). They show the normalized average fraction of grid cells occupied by PG lipids at a distance R from any other PG cell.
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ACF values are fitted by a sum of two exponential functions using the following expression: ACF(t)=A×exp(-t/τ1) + B×exp (-t/τ2) . The coefficients A and B quantify the contribution of each exponent with characteristic relaxation times τ1 and τ2, respectively. Figure S1 . Sodium counterions preferably co-localize with PG heads. Pair-wise radial distribution functions (RDF) for lipid heads and sodium counterions were calculated for the 2048MD system over the last 3 μs of the productive run.
